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up KC Vandalism Case
Sharon Caslle
and Dale West

By

The K.C. vandalism case reported last
week has been forwarded in the College's
judicial process to the Judicial Board. The
three people on the party permit will go
before a board of four students appointed
by Student Council, and three faculty
members appointed by the President.
Dean Karen Williamson recommended
charges against the hosts of the private
party involved, and said that they will be
monetarily responsible for all the damage,
unless the specific individuals involved are
identified.
Disciplinary
actions
were
recommended because the hosts did not
fulfill their obligations
as hosts as
specified on the party permit.

t

Judicial Board, once presented with
these charges,
will assign
a student
member with the investigation of the case.

renovated, the K.C. was severely damaged the first weekend in February.
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Hunger Conference to Commence Friday
this weekend, the Chaplain's

During

World Hunger continues
discussions
on activities and
sibilities
for development and aid
icrseas, and for ways to impact political
visions affecting
hunger issues in this
:aference on

i

.."jury.

Associate Rector at Saint Syprian's
Church in Roxbury, Massachuetts.
Joseph Short is serving his sixth year as
Executive Director of Oxfam America
headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts.
In this capacity, he directs an international program of education in the

eminent speakers will address
current
world dilemna.
The
erend Canon Burgess Carr will speak
i the necessity of developing global
i'ireness as to the aid needed to help the
orld's hungry.
Mr. Joseph Short will
:ect his on
"The Role of Voluntary
'.lion in Ending Hunger: Case Studies
an
Kampuchea,
Zimbabwe, and
'icaragua." Finally, Mr. Stephen Coats,
Three

is titled his address "Hunger and
'Ay: A Christian Perspective."

Reverend

tst

1

or-ain- ed

nest

News

Weaver, editor of
fortune
magazine, will speak on
"Crisis in Detroit:
Personal View of
At Auto
Industry," at 4 p.m.
Tuesday,
March 2, in the Biolgoy
Auditorium.
The

Joseph Short will lecture here on Saturday

The Past

Paul

lecture is part of the PACC

sponsored

Stephen Coats is the Director of the
Issues Department
for Bread for the
World, a Christian citizens' movement on
world hunger and poverty.
As the
Director of the Issues Department, he
directs the research on hunger issues and
coordinates Bread for the World's
legislative work in Congress.

A preface to this weekend's activities
will be a "Hunger Banquet", held for a

Distringuished Vistor

in

Residence

series and pertains to this
year's
PACC
topic, democratic
vitalism.
Weaver will discuss Detroit as an
wimple of corporations in America,
include the circumstances, and
Problems
that led to the auto
present difficulties. Weaver
"orked for the Ford Motor Co. for
over a year.

at Pella

Monday, March 1, at 8:00 p.m., in
the Biology Auditorium, Professor
Robert Houston Smith of the College
of Wooster will speak on "Digging up
the Past at Pella."
Pella is an archaelogical site in
Jordon that was occupied for at least
6,000 years, commencing with the
Period, and nearby
Neolithic
Palaeolithic
of
evidences
habitation show that the vicinity was
occupied some 200,000 years ago.
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Alan A Ida

1

to Speak

or

s

me

basis.

Alda

portrays "Hawkeye Pierce" in the
award winning series M'ASH.
? is also an accomplished writer and
J'Wor, and a national spokesperson for
IJqua Rights Amendment.
imy

nal

off-camp-

.

Ruben Smith
Wooster's arSmith has directed
s.nce
chaeological program at Pella was
work
h.s
year
first
1967. That
War
interrupted by the Arab-Israe- l,
was
program
the
1979,
but in ...:.u
m- new
of
j
,aith
rpciimea. wuu a

being
,

formation

about

Pella

Given

Nominations are now being taken for
Long,
Humanitarian,
Crozier,
the
Faculty and Anderson Cup Awards.
to
be directed
All letters should
Professor Pappenhagen for the Crozier,
and Humanitarian Awards by April 2.
Nominations for the Long Award will be
taken by Professor Batchelder, Chairman
of Senate, until April 5.
The Crozier Award is bestowed on a
senior who has been responsible for a
contribution to Kenyon's
significant
social and intellectual environment as a
college.
The Humanitarian Award is presented
to a student who has contributed greatly
to the welfare of others in one of many
work with the
ways, including
co-educatio-

Alan Alda will speak
Saturday, February 27, at 6 p.m. in
'"Tomisch Arena in the Ernst Center.
There is no admission charge and no
"ckets will
be issued. Seating will be
'served for Kenyon students and faculty.
u'her seating will
be available on a first
Actor-direct-

be

hospitalized,

us

handicapped

-

-

-

'
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Further damage to the K.C. occured
Friday night a party guest
reported a hole punched through the
bathroom wall and the party hosts called
RA's and security to close the party early.
Because the hosts took action, no charges

-

A

this weekend.

Y

have been filed as yet, but the hosts will be
ultimately responsible if the vandal is not

V

found.
It has not yet been determined what
changes there will be in the rental
regulations for the K.C. "We don't want
to classify everyone
as a potential1?
problem." said Ellen Shrader, K.C.i
coordinator, but added that she thought0
the damage was pretty irresponsible.

Students vandalized a piano at the K.C.

limited number of persons on Friday
night at 6:00 p.m, in Lower Dempsey
Hall. This unique symbolic hunger meal
will be available only for a donation of

8:00 p.m.

Address by Canon Carr,
responses by Mr. Short
and Mr. Coats

$5.00. The funds will be split between two
of the leading organizations working to
end world hunger Oxfam America, and
Bread for the world. Their spokespersons,
Dr. Joseph Short, and Stephen Coats,
respectively, as well as Reverend Carr,
formal general secretary of the All Africa
Council of Churches-w- ill
be present for
the banquet proceedings. Tickets will be
Wednesday
and
on sale at dinner
Thursday at both Peirce and Gund dining
halls.
The weekend's schedule is as follows,
and all members of the Kenyon Community are welcome at each event. Check
Newscope for exact locations:

9:30 p.m.

Reception for speakers

Saturday
10:00 a.m.

II :00 a.m. Discussion in small groups
12:00 noon

Lunch

1:00 p.m.

Address by Mr. Coats,
responses by Canon Carr
and Mr. Short

2:00 p.m.

Friday

Address by Mr. Short,
responses by Mr. Coats
and Canon Carr

Discussion in small groups

Hunger Banquet

6:00 p.m.

Plans Party for this Weekend

discovered by many joint expeditions
of Sydney,
with the University
Australia. Pella has varied historical
background. A key part of its heritage was during the Roman Period
when Jewish Christians, fleeing from
Jerusalem, sought refuge there.

Awards to

-

r
i

So far, the bill for repairs is over
$300.00 and the extent of the damage to
the piano has not yet been assessed.
Major damages include a broken porcelain toilet bowl, broken lighting fixtures, holes punched through the wall in
two locations, a broken kitchen window,
dirty carpet, burn holes in the wood floor
and smashed bottles.

Council Moves Election Dates;

in Brief.. .News in Brief.. .News in Brief

Fortune Editor Talks
Dr.

issues between

).

jt World Council

and honesty."

S.

Dr. Short has had a leadership role in
mounting Oxfam
America's recent
emergency aid programs for Kampuchea.
Somalia, and El Salvador, and nearly 100
self-hel- p
development project grants in 55
He also has
different countries (1980-81directed the significant expansion of
Oxfam America's development education
program in the United States featuring
general study tours, press tours, national
seminars, policy studies and the annual
Fast for a World Harvest.

Public

Carr is presently a delegate to
of Churches. A native
African, Reverend Carr was
deacon in August of 1961, and
May 1962. He was Former

United States concerning
rich and poor countries.

"1

Although the College has no written
Honor Code, all involved are expected to
adhere to a policy of "complete candor

or

un-

derprivileged.
The Long Award is received by a
member of the Kenyon community who
has played an active and major role in
athletics at Kenyon.
These honors will be among many
awarded on Honors Day, April 20, 1982.

By Brian Kearney

On Sunday February 21, the Student
Council voted to move the electioa of
upperclass representatives
to the second
week of school, instead of the previous
fifth week of school. This action will
alleviate the lame duck period at the
beginning of the year. The election time
of freshmen representitives will remain
the same. In addition, President Thorpe
announced the possibility of appointinga
chair to the student lectureships Committee the first week after spring break.
Thorpe also reported that an employee of GE corporation D. W. Thorpe,

will come to Kenyon to speak on the
advantages and disadvantages of working
for a major corporation.
Social Board chair Tom Hedge announced that they will sponsor a party
this Saturday night in Upper Dempsey. A
live band and nine kegs of beer wil be
Council was also inprovided.
Projects
that the Special
formed
Committee recently allocated 215 dollars
to WKCO for capital improvements.
During open Forum Andy Frisbee
complained
about being harrassed by
religious fanatics on Middle Path and
Tom Hedge suggested that he "play
games with their minds."

Students Respond Favorably to
Peer Counseling Survey
By Craig Richardson
The results are still coming in from the

Peer Counseling

survey issued last week,

but so far there appears to be a strong
interest in forming such a group.
committee on peer
Chair of the
counseling, Debi Johnson explained that
the group is still in the organizing stage,
Ad-Ho-

c

but present plans include having a crisis
intervention line, and a staff of peer
counselors.
The crisis intervention line will be
available to students who have problems

concerning alcohol, drugs, romantic
relationships, depression, etc. Any case

which the counselor deems more serious
than he or she can handle will be referred
to professional services.
The staff of peer counselors will likely
come from an application and screening
process next year, Johnson noted, and
confidentiality between students and peer
counselors will be stressed as an integral
part of the program.
Committee has
At this time, an Ad-Ho- c
been formed to plan more details for next
consists of six
year. The committee
students and four members of the faculty,
and meets weekly on Tuesday afternoons
at 2:45 p.m. in Gund Snack Shop.

Wednesday, March
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Everybody Out of the Pool

"

I

T Due id
you

Swimmers, YOU'RE GREAT!!! You boast the best records in athletics that
Kenyon 'has ever had.' It's the 'ever will have' that completes the thought which
bothers us. We hope that Kenyon's other teams can emerge from your shadow to
rival your impressive championship record in their own sports. Perhaps it is time

for an expansion of vision.
Most sports teams this year did have a winning season. The men's soccer team
Several team members earned
went to the OAC finals and lost a squeaker,
all conference honors. The football team had their first winning season in years
and Coach McHugh was elected OAC Coach of the year. The women's field
hockey team went to nationals in 1980 and reached the state finals this year. The
women's basketball team had a disappointing season this year, but we should not
overlook the achievement of Anne Himmelright, Kenyon's highest scoring
woman basketball player and the first to reach 1,000 points. The men's team also
had two players hit 1,000. We cannot deny the amazing record of the swim teams
through the years, nor the fame they have brought Kenyon for over 25 years.
But, perhaps 'mers, you should take the initiative as leaders of the athletes and
encourage other teams to build the same excellent psyche and unity towards
starting their own traditions.
Your coach Jim Steen lent his special 'psyche' abilities to the hockey team
when they were in need of a coach. It was a surge of energy that helped them to a
winning season as top team going into the state tournament. If you were at any
of the hockey games, remember when the entire football squad came over from
practice to give the girls a cheer against Ohio State? It was a touching, generous
gesture, inspired by the girls' support of the football team at their games. The
hockey team in turn, burst upon the lonely early Saturday morning soccer team's
support, we feel, is the ultimate
games to cheer them on. This inter-teacompliment to the team giving it their all out on the field. Only other athletes can
express that certain meaningful respect the teammates feel for each other.
You swimmers have so much inner strength, isn't it time to emanate it outwara
with a massive show of support to the floundering women's soccer club, or the
s
women's basketball team? You know how much you depend upon
support, how about giving some other team your enthusiastic backing?
We salute the women's sixth OAC Championship, and wish the best to the
men in their 29th OAC quest. We also hope you both achieve your ultimate
potential at Nationals. But do not overlook the potential of other sports teams,
they to deserve support. The women's lacrosse team has been denied the chance
to go to the Nationals, although they will probably belong there. How about
throwing your support behind them to help to get that changed?
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Time for Sexual Harassment
To Come out of the Closet
Sexual harassment is not a pretty charge to have to initiate or defend on
security force to
Kenyon's campus. For a woman, it means calling up an
explain the occurence, and then having to face probing questions as well as the
curiosity and possible hostility of fellow students. Thus, many cases are not.
reported. In fact, it seems even when women try to warn each other publicly of
the possibility, they are treated as paranoics over concerned with the notion of
security. (Note women's coalition's Letter to the Editor and this week's
response). Why? Harassment is a touchy, indefinable term. How far does a
gesture go before it is deemed harassment? How far doesn't it go?
The college is working on a new sexual harassment policy which has yet to be
released in completed form. As women who frequently walk the length of this
campus alone at night we do it hesitantly, but take the risk because we have yet to
hear concrete evidence of attacks or problems. Rumors have pervaded the
campus this year, but no official college statement has come forth to affirm or
deny them. Just how much should we know? We feel enough to ensure that the
students are fully aware of all the probabilities of attacks and their consequences
so that they can evaluate the situation and adjust their behavior accordingly.
We look forward to the official announcement on definitions and procedures
for this volatile, emotional issue. We hope that every effort is made to reduce the
potential embarassment and fear of a possible victim. This includes a person they
can report to comfortably, who can offer support and information when a
harassment charge may be warranted. We trust that the college will be
responsible to alert all to any such situation.
all-ma-
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Sharon Castle, C. Dale West
Brian Kearney
Michael Cannizzaro, Nicholas Kalm

Melinda Roberts
Anna Grimes
John Hays, Jane Reiss
Dave Deacon, Bob Warburton
Jean Deppner, Louise LeBourgeois,
Lisa Neuville, Ted O'Brien,
Anne Suddarth
Stephen J. Szabo

111

J. Morris Thorpe
Dan Shefelman, Jeff Toole
Stephen Hays
Jim Whittum, Mallory Cremin
Geoff Smith
Philip Church
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Collegian
Editors-in-Chi-

ef

Assistant News Editor
Political Forum Editors
Features Editor
Assistant Features Editor
Arts Editors
Sports Editors

Students Deserve
to Know about K.C.
To the Editor;
Last week's "Students Vandalize KC"
article was fascinating as well as
frustrating. What really grabbed me was
the sentence "Dean Williamson said the
college was not offended by the events
and damage that took place . . " If the
Dean said or meant anything close to
what the sentence conveyed, I'd be
surprised. People get offended, not
colleges, on the whole. And people get
offended when you forget important
dates like Valentine's Day and anniversaries, not when you smash their
piano, toilet, and walls. So the college
wasn't offended, eh? No, I wouldn't be
either, but I'd be mad as hell, and would,
unlike the college, "severely reprimand
the students." It seemed an odd thing for
a dean (or anyone) to say in the situation.
Did the reporter ask her "Are you offended?" (which would be a really weird
thing .o ask,) or did she (an equally weird
idea,) just volunteer this information out
of the blue?
It was also interesting, and this is the
frustrating part, that The Collegian, the
college's only source of news about the
college, didn't name any organization or
individuals in the incident. While the
college tries to respect the privacy of
students in judicial board cases, that isn't
the responsibility or the goal of a paper. It
tries, or so I thought, to inform people
about who is doing what where, and why.
And when. Durant's article left out much
of the essential
and pertinent information. When people do asinine things
like smashing buildings, the entire college
deserves to know who they are, and why
they did it.

Sincerely,
Joshua Welsh

Tougher Vandalism
Measures Needed
ToiheEditors:

Layout Editors
Business Manager

Circulation Manager
Editorial Cartoons
Photography Coordinator
Photography Assistants
Advertising
Faculty Advisor

Wednesday, February 24, 1982

is published every Wednesday afternoon while
the college is in session except during examination and vacation periods by
the
students of Kenyon College. Advertising is handled by the KSAB, a non-prof- it
student run organization. Yearly subscriptions are $18.00 and checks should be
made payable to the Kenyon College. Our mailing address is Kenyon
Collegian
Kenyon College, Student Affairs Center, Gambier, OH 43022.
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THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages all letters to the Editors. We insist, however, that the letters be concise and
without personal malice. All submissions must be typed, doublespaced on a 60 character line. We request all letters be
turned in on Saturdays before 7 p.m. We reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions of
the particular submissions.
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In the "Midnight Express Misportrays" by Cuneyt Urkin, the following sentence: "taking the risk of misportrayal of the state of affairs in a country of 45
million, is less of a sin than any of the strongest trangression of moral values
which (I still hope) are common in every human." should read "is not less of a
sin . . ." and the sentence "such irresponsible behavior of certain people has,
for others always been a cause of worry . . .and of undesired pride and a sensation of
of righteneous for a smaller group" should read "a
sensation of
. . " We apologize for the mistake.
self-convenien-

l!3e)7

Unfortunately, vandalism seems to be
more prevalent at Kenyon these days.'The
wrecking of the K.C. is just a recent
example
the school also puts up with
thousands of dollars worth of damage in
the dorms every year. The punishment for
getting caught, in contrast to the "real
world," seems extraordinarily light.
Students are fined only the amount which
covers the damage and it is charged to
their student account. This seems to be a
message from the administration: You
can have your fun as long as you or your
parents are willing to pay for it, if you are
caught.
However, there are hidden costs
which have not been taken into account.
What is the cost of having an inoperable
fire extinguisher during a fire? And the
cost of a
chaperone at every
non-stude-

nt

party in the K.C? (even if they may be
free?!) And the cost of a broken phone if
one is expecting an important call? I hope
these examples show that vandalism costs
exceed current fines. Curiously enough, it
seems when the administration does take
a stand, it is the innocent who are
punished, as in the new proposal of a
chaperone at K.C. parties.
If I may be permitted to speculate for a
moment, I would say the "average
e
vandal" at Kenyon is not a
offender, and cares less about money than
other Kenyon students. Thus I propose
tw o measures that should be taken by the
administration: One, increase the fines to
a far greater amount. Two, since pieces of
property and fines appear to mean little to
vandals, constructive work duties should
be imposed, e.g., picking up trash,
planting flowers or jobs of a similar
nature.
The time has come for the administration to take a tougher stand, and
think about the innocent parties who not
only pay the "hidden costs," but also the
dorm damage fees from untaught vandals.
non-stude-

nt

one-tim-

Respectfully submitted,
Craig Richardson

Express Realistic
To the Editors,
In reply to the letter from the Turkish
Society concerning the film Midnight
Express, I feel that the Collegian should
not have given so much space to such a

representation.
When the Turkish Society writes thai
"to give any credit to the movie, we have
to ask certain questions about its
First, why was the movie
qualities.
made?" the society failed to answer their
own question. The film was made because
it is a true story that the world should
know about. The horror that occuredwas
not the imaginative day dreams of the
director, but the true result of a harsh,
repressive regime that is the Turkish
government.
I
am sorry that there was not "one
single praiseworthy. Turkish character of
value," but the film was not about whata
pretty picture the Turkish family in their
home makes. Instead, it was about the
barbaric treatment suffered by a young
man who had broken the law.
Finally, when the society again writes
that "anybody who knows enough about
the movie or Turkey. Although the
society would probably like to deny this
.

movie

Risks Overplayed
To the Editors:
After reading the letter to the editors
from the Coalition of Women's
Organizations, I felt a mixture of two
reactions:
interest and annoyance.
Interest, because it is interesting that
someone would bring up the question of
safety on "the magic mountain."
Annoyance, because when one lives in the
relative safety of such an isolated place,
one ought to enjoy it. Note the
"relative," however. I agree that it is
foolish to leave doors unlocked, apartments open and empty, and valuables
unprotected. However, I bridle at people
urging students to "think twice" about
walking on campus alone at night. I
wonder if any of the writers have ever
been to New York, or Cleveland, or even
Columbus at night. I agree that the individual shuold be "aware of the risks,"
but it seems that the risks are being
overplayed by that letter. Unless one
believes that hoods from Mount Vernon
truck into Gambier to harass defenseless
Kenyon students the only threats to our
safety left are our fellow students. Should
we lock our doors and windows and pull
down our shades before we go to sleep? I
suppose it depends on where you live and
what kind of friends you have; but it's a
question of personal trust, and that
doesn't mean there is a universal danger
on campus and we should all be looking
over our shoulders. "Stories" or more
aptly, rumors of "harassment"
and
"potential intruders" shouldn't be used
to incite general paranoria.
Securely yours,
Michael Cannizzaro

would

as they

like to deny

the

brutality against the Armenians and
Greeks in the early 20th century, and the
recent assassination attempt on the Pope,
it remains clear that the country of
Turkey is a far cry from paradise.
Sincerely,
Stephen Lardas
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CIA Covert Operations: Beyond Morality

Byy Michael

Cannizaro

Reagan rekindled the old
over covert CIA activities by
comment on the subject three
refusing
limes at his new conference Thursday.
hen asked if the CIA was involved in
to "destabilize" (i.e.
covert activities
overthrow) the Nicaraguan junta, Reagan
smiled and said, "On national security
rounds, I cannot comment on that."
Xfter the question was repeated twice,
again used the omnipresent
Reagan
Hinket of national security: "Again, this
the options. ..no com5 like discussing
ment." This came only ten days after
senior Reagan advisor Edwin Meese told
reporters that it was not "the policy of
country
to overthrow"
this
foreign
president

controversy

'

ill'"

f f If

ftfe (pop QtftS.

C7

"anti-communists-

governments.

Reagan's
remarks have reignited
fears, and in some sectors, hopes, that the
President will unleash the CIA in the

a covert action should be carried out,"
there must be certain criteria used in the
decision. The question, "Is the action in
the interest of the affected population"
must be considered before weighing the
stake of the U.S. in the operation.

of "national security," from the
light collar imposed by Congress in its
intelligence hearings of 1975. The debate
hich took place then, and was reopened
week, must be conducted while
last
considering the two levels of the issue:
morality and practicality.
On the practical level, covert activites
an often work wonders for national
standing abroad.
Many advocates of
loosened
restraints on CIA covert
operations feel that this is the only way to
keep up" with
Russia. E. Howard
Hunt, who before his role in Watergate
orked twenty years with the CIA, voiced
interest

"The

opinion:

parameters.

..and

KGB

sets

the

those parameters

are

Mindless... We are forced to accept their
ground rules." More covert operations in
Iran probably could have stayed
the
collapse
of the strategically important
regime of the Shah; America now knows

unfortunate consequences of attempting to balance "ethical" inactivity
ind
"unethical" activity.
The
of the CIA was not extensive
enough to clearly discern the danger to the
Shah or, later, to the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran; evidence
of its involvement,
however, was a damning tool for the new
regime to use in portraying the U.S. as the
cause of all of its problems.
On the moral level of the issue, it w ould
the

in-lolvem-

ent

m

m F3
1C3

be difficult to defend activities which
secretly interfere with the wishes of a
foreign country's populace, solely on

behalf of U.S. interests. However, it
must be considered that covert activities
often coincide with the wishes of the
people of the affected country, and
perhaps this should be the criterion on
which the execution of such acts should be
based.
In 1961, the Kennedy Adminstration
trained, outfitted, and covertly supported, (through the CIA), the invasion
force of Cuban exiles which was crushed
at the Bay of Pigs because of a lack of air

support. Support of the Castro regime by
the Cuban populace was not the issue: the
mission's success depended on Castro's
lack of support to result in a popular
rebellion with the news of a successful
invasion
of the island by Cuban
"liberators."
Unfortunately, the key
condition for success, "successful invasion," was impossible, since the new
Administration's vacillating policy toward
the operation at the last moment denied
U.S. air support for the exiles, dooming
them to military failure. Today perhaps
other Cubans besides the hundreds of
thousands who stormed the Peruvian

Embassy

or sailed to Florida wish that
theirmission had succeeded. Almost one
fiftieth of Cuba's 10 million people have
emigrated (legally or otherwise) to the
U.S. in the past three years. (For those
who can't see the relative importance of
such a ratio, imagine
five million
Americans leaving the country in a span
of three years.)

In light of Reagan's silence option, and
recent reports that the U.S. asked
Argentina to send Argentine paramilitary
units to preserve the Duarte government
in El Salvador until free elections in
March, it appears that support of such
covert actions is increasing within the
This underscores the
Administration.
need for the infusion of some sort of
moral standard into the decision-makin- g
process, in order for this country to avoid
becoming isolated in its own hemisphere
inbecause
Russian
of unchecked
filtration. As Klein says, "There are two
different ideas of civilization at stake....
With Cuba as the Russian base for infiltration of Latin American, which is of
massive strategic importance to the U.S.,
we
cannot allow highly organized
minorities to take power from governments which to form a parliamentary

government."

Let's Open Our Eyes
By Nicholas Kalm and Michael

Right and Left Views on U.S. Money
you win next week's million
lottery, where are you going to
invest it? Where you'll get the highest
return, right? This comment is much like
'he decision
America's wealthy and
corporate
face.
must
establishment
Investment of capital is necessary
(as
presupposed by supply-sidtheorists from
Marx to Freidman) for a stable economy.
It is important,
however, to distinguish
between
productive and nonproductive
investment. By the former we mean investment aimed at increasing the means of
production, that is, an increased output
Jf goods
and services. We term nonproductive
investment as that which
ncreases the corporate pocketbook.
When

dollar

e

Currently,

it is clear too much of
capital is being used in noninvestment. This is to a large
"iem attriDutable to the high interest
America's
productive

From the
By Bill

Left

Koggan

grip on both Paul Volcker's throat
N the flow of finance capital. The tight
Sip on Volcker's throat is to persuade
lim to reduce the Federal Reserve interest
pie. This is one of the principle determinates of the prime interest rate.
(However this part of the solution only
Ms with one of the causes of our current
recession. America's economy has been
F a rather
anemic state for the last
pcade. The persistently high rates of
Nation and unemployment are really
Emptomatic of the decrepit state of
America'sindustrial infrastructure and the
reraU decline of American industries
'
competitive edge in many areas. As noted
inFve, not all investment yields an
Fease in society's wealth (the output of
Soods and
services).
'"vestment
in money market funds,
Precious
metals, food commodities, or
Satiation in real estate merely drive up
cost of living. Productive investment
"'such things as new or currently existing
Glories, railroads, or schools yield real
tons in the net wealth of America. Now
complicate matters we must also make
tight

Non-producti-

1

inHigh rates discourage
frastructure investment while encouraging
investment. On the
demand side, purchases of higher priced
items, i.e. cars, and refrigerators, decline
because of the absurd cost of borrowing
money. The combined impact of this
force is a skyrocketing unemployment
rate and a plummeting industrial output.
The Laffer curve contends that
America's economic woes might be cured
by providing tax cuts to the wealthy and
corporate establishment, who in turn
invest in the industrial infrastructure.
These investments would lead to both
employment and output of
increased
goods and services. The increase in goods
available, or productivity, would in turn
drive down inflation. The central issue is

rates.

interest-bearin-

g

this: as long as interest rales remain high,
the wealthy and corporate worlds find
productive investment unattractive, and
ventures.
instead turn to interest-bearin- g
Should hell freeze over, (and interest rates drop) what then? The most
marked change will be an investment
shift. With lower interest rates (7-becomes
g
investment
interest-bearinunattractive, and the subsequent increase
yields the
in productuve investment
Spurred by
fruits.
supply-sider- s
development of a more efficient means of
9)

From the left perspective the only right
wing to do is for the government to get a

ve

."

In the words of former deputy
director of the CIA Ray Klein, "We
cannot conduct a Gallup poll on whether

"

4is

This is not to say that the CIA's activities have all been in accord with the
wishes of the affected populaces. Between
1961 and 1975, the CIA conducted 900
covert operations, and not a few of them
morally unjustifiable. In 1972 and 1973,
the CIA, in a year-lon- g
campaign against
the popularly
elected government
of
Chile, paid out millions of dollars to the
opposition and to strikers to say on strike.
Other operations included at least five
plots to assassinate
Fidel Castro, including one in which a Mafia hit man was
paid to do the deed; and in Laos the CIA
owned and ran an entire airline to support
Laotian

from sunset industries (those with
future growth) to sunrise industries (those which show great Eipmise
and
for the fiiture, i.e. solar power
To accomplish this, I propose the
establishment of a national bank to direct
of
investment towards a revamping
America's industrial infrastructure and
towards sunrise industries. Now, before
readership
those freemarketeers in the
start frothing at the mouth, I suggest you
note the success of a proposed national
Gerbank in such countries as Japan,
many and France, none of which one
This
would call industrial lightweights.
the
of
one
control
would
bank
national
"supply-sidin
flaws
fundamental
proponents are
Supply-sidtheory."
will
correct in contending that investment
faith
make or break an economy but their
a move

limited

e

e

continued on page six

production, the goodsservices output
increases, and the "too many dollars have
more goods to chase." Other prime rate
influenced industries and related goods
will become
more affordable for the
consumer, furthering economic recovery.
Decreasing umemployment and inflation
further stabilize the economic system. In
the end, you can afford to build a house
the contractor can offer a fair price, and
he can employ persons to build it.
The question we and others ask is
this: Why haven't interest rates dropped
to allow for these related productive
investments? The answer seems rooted in
this general fact: America's bankers are
tying up large portions of the money
supply in nonproductive investments
The money must be made available to the
"By
corporate and consumer world.
what methods?" is the question we'll
presently address.

From the Right
From the right perspective, the only
thing left to do is conjure up some good,
trust. If Volcker's light
grip on the Fed were lessened, as many
have suggested, the subsequent prime rate
decrease would provide the necessary
raniial (and motivation) for productive
investment. The fear, however, is that of
inflation, which would all
coincidental
but destroy the gains of increased output.
Thus Volcker's knuckles will remain
white.
The trust I spoke of previously might be
considered radical by the right, but it
n less rigid solution (less control by
ihp Federal eovernment, that is.) The
wealthy and corporations have assets
which they invest in areas where they,
old-fashion-

ed

np(

receive the greatest returns. America's
banks do the same thing- What must
develop is a real trust between the
and banking world. Suppose, for
-

cor-nnra-

te

instance, that Chase lends U.S. Steel $50
to be used specifically for
billion at 8
retooling antiquated factories and mills,
and both agree. What are the benefits for

both?
It would

seem at first glance that the

continued on page six

Cannizaro,

Political Forum Editors
Over the past week, a few notices have appeared in Newscope about the
formation of a "Lesbian Support Group". To paraphase President Reagan,
"You could hear knees jerking all over Gambier". Lesbians, and worse, dare we
speak it, bisexuals, in our midst? In stark, conservative, central Ohio? Yes, that's
right campers, they are here.
Gays, lesbians, bisexuals and others with alternative sexual preferences do,
indeed, inhabit our midst. This is an incontrovertible fact. It is surprising to no
one that the reaction is hardly one of pleasure at such an announcement. Let's
keep things in perspective, though. This country has blacks and hispanics, too,
although one would hardly notice it from Kenyon.
This move is praiseworthy. If it works, it could provide a healthy forum for
expressing experiences and meeting people of the same persuasion. At other
colleges and universities, the homosexual community lobbies for, and receives
separate wings and floors in dormitories. This is a far cry from the group formation, but it is still not unreasonable. In as quiet a manner as possible, this
group of individuals will probably try to realize their identities in an opening
unreceptive community.

This Week's Headlines
Evidence of Soviet Chemical Wareare
- A classified report prepared by the CIA
reportedly contains physical evidence of
Soviet use of deadly chemical weapons in
Southeast Asia and Afghanistan. This
report follows by one week a charge by
Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig that
the U.S. had "incontrovertible evidence;;
of Soviet use of Chemical weapons to kill
thousands of people in Laos, Cambodia,
and Afghanistan. Sources said casualty
estimates range from 5,000 to 30,000. The
will reportedly be
which
evidence,
released within several weeks, includes
chemical analyses of poisonous substance
which are foreign to Afghanistan and
Southeast Asia.
Watt reverses wilderness stand - Interior
Secretary James Watt announced this
week that the Reagan Administration will
seekA moratorium on drilling and mining
wilderness
in national parks designated
areas until the end of the century. This
will provide protection for 80 million
acres of land from developers until 2000;
under present law, this area would be
1983.
permanently protected after
However, Watt said that "the U.S. is
vulnerable to a natural resources attack or
war," and thus the government must
reevaluate the nation's needs by 2000.
Ford Motor Co incurs billion dollar
losses for second consecutive year - The
ford Motor Co. lost $1.06 billion last
year, the second loss in the company's
history. This loss, coupled with reports
that the "big three" (Ford, Chrysler, and
General Motors) auto sales were down

this year from the same time last year,
indicates that the recovery of the U.S.
auto industry has not yet begun, as many
predicted.
Chrysler Corp. sells defense subsidairy
The Chrysler Corp., in a move to
generate immediate cash flow into the
beleaguered company, sold its defense
Chrysler Defense, Inc., to
subdisiary,
General Dynamics for $500 million. The
subsidairy is currently working on the new
M-l tank for the army.
5

Administration hints at budget compromise - David Stockman, director of
the Office of Management and Budget,
indicated that the Reagan Adminstration
will accept a compromise budget, saying
"we're open to suggestions." However,
added that no "fully
Stockman
developed" alternative exists at the
moment, presumably ruling out the
alternative budget proposed by Senator

Emejif

, Hollings- was confronted at the
Stockman
Budget hearings with, at
Congressional
times, harsh criticisms stemming from his
revealing Atlantic Monthly interview.
Rep. David Obey said, "I have no
Mr. Stockman,
for you,
questions
wouldn't believe your anbecause
1

swers."
Reagan proposes El Salvador aid increase - The Reagan Administration last
week proposed a $55 million increase in
aid to El Salvador's military junta. The
increase, up from $30 million this past
year, shows an increased commitment on
the part of the Administration to deter
Marxist insurgency in Central America.
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Modern Dance Rejuvinates Audience
By Ellen Watson and Jane Reiss

embodied the motif of
had been
which
noncommunication
represented in "Walkman."
The second part of the program began
with "Landscapes," the score of which
was composed especially for this program
by Jason Starr. "Landscapes," with the
help of both subtle lighting and gentle,
harmonious music, suggested themes of
more natural and organic composition
than the mechanical Walkman or answering machine. Temple's choreography
successfully portrayed the music's simplicity by using ensemble unity and
repeated patterns.
specifically

19 and 20 the Kenyon
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The Knox County Memorial Building circa 930.
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A Generation in Crisis
By Laura Goodwin
age of Attack

of the

Killer
Tomatoes and other such banal movies,
it is a refreshing change to find a film that
deals with genuine human emotions and
Class
The
reaction.
of 1930; A
In this

Generation in Crisis, tells the story of
how graduates of the Mount Vernon High
School class of 1930 reacted to the social,
political, and economic conditions of the
Great Depression.
Lucyann Kerry,
an independent
filmmaker originally from Mount Vernon, is producing the film together with
the Ohio Program in the Humanities and
the National Council for the Humanities.
Kenyon
professors Reagan, Smith,
Wortman, and Parr were contacted to
provide advice on historical "milieu and
mood," according to Professor Patrick
Reagan of the history department. Also
contributing to an accurate portrayal of
smalltown America during the Depression
are John Chidester, the head librarian in
Mount Vernon, Les Bennet, a local
farmer, Helen Zelkowitz, and other
members of the Mount Vernon Community.
Kerry "wanted to deal with what life
was like in smalltown America," said
Reagan, and chose Mount Vernon
because, in 1930, its family, religious, and
community life made it the "most
representative town on America." Kerry,
already familar with Mount Vernon,
came back to the town in 1979 and attended the 50th class reunion of the 1925
class of Mount Vernon High School.
Inspired by conversation with members ot
the class, she constructed a series of
proposals; the Ohio Program in the
Humanities gave her a grant
Using the technique of oral history,
Kerry set up interviews with some
viving members of the class of
"Human history involves actions
ideas," and deals not only with

sur-

1930.

and
great
people, but ordinary people, according to
Reagan.
Judy Smith, of Kenyon's English
department, says in her article for the
Alumni Bulletin that a "mixture of
momentary paraylsis and lasting vitality,
insecurity and faith, hopelessness and

In

hope characterizes the survivors of the
class of 1930." Once Kerry developed a
rapport with these people, says Reagan,
personal issues began to emerge.
One graduate revealed that a friend of
her husband lost his job as a result of the
Depression and committed suicide. The
wife came to her friend in tears, afraid
that her reputation was scarred because
the local paper had reported it. Here,
Kerry was able to draw out a 'very moving
domestic scene,' unlike the "abstract historical force" found in textbooks, says Reagan. The interviews
revealed the changing roles of men and
women in the 1930's. In many families the
husband would lose his job and the wife,
accepting lower wages, would get a job.
This reversal of roles was "traumatic" for
the husband and possibly "liberating" for
the wife, according to Reagan.
After graduation one girl was sent to
live with her aunt in Columbus, her
family could not afford to feed all the
children. These "intimate portrayals of
family
life" show that during the
Depression family unity was more important than the individual, says Reagan.
Families bound together to face the crisis,
putting aside personal interests.
The tragedy of the Depression becomes
vivid, as one man remembers "how you'd
go down to the train station," and call the
conductors names and "get them to throw
coal at you so you could use it to heat
your house." Another man "travelled all
over the country . . . looking for work . .
just going . . "
Despite
such
tragic episodes,
Americans in the 1930's "really believed
in . . old time American values," says
Reagan. They believed in the American
Dream. To these survivors of the Great
Depression, this film will be "an
ignobling kind of experience" that will
give "dignity to their lives," according to
Reagan. Not only is the film an
"academic exercise," he says, but it is a
reviving of a community's sense of its
role in the past." It provides "interaction
among the artist, the community, and
scholars in the humanities." To people
now in their 60's and 70's, the film tells
them that somebody cares about their
lives and their experiences.
continued on page six

On February
College Dramatic Club presented
TempleBucek and Dancers in the Bolton
Theatre. In an evening of modern dance,
original routines and contemporary
music, the company explored the concepts
of isolation, nature, and community.
"Toto, I've A Feeling We're Not In
set to music by
Kansas Anymore,"
Lennon and McCartney, questioned the
theme of isolation in the "eighties."
During the spoken interludes dancers Ann
Dils, Josephine Grant, Allison Janney,
Janet Parrott, and Stacey Temple portrayed the lives of single women.
Choreographer Stacey Temple set the
opening scene by bringing not only her
dancers, but also members of the
audience back to high school days. Both
visually and dramatically, the dancers
immersed the audience in memories as
varied as Saturday night dates, football
games, and the experience of "trying too
hard and ending up alone."
In the next phase of the life of a single
both Allison Janney and
woman.
Josephine Grant highlighted the act with
their tales of woe as "swinging singles."
The slower, more languid movements
depicted their lives as they renounced
youth and were forced to confront the
occasional staleness of superficial and
empty relationships. In the final section,
Josephine Grant's solo delighted the
audience with an emphasis on a more
classical interpretation of the modern
predicament.
The second piece, "Walkman" was a
more explicit treatment of the isolation
theme and. , more specifically, lack of
communication. Dancers Ann Austin,
Loren Bucek, and Josephine Grant
reacted and performed to music they
alone could hear through the Walkman's
earphones. Not only were the members of
the audience excluded from participating
in the music, but every dancer performed
her piece independently of the other two.
Ultimately the dancers united; this
statement, although transitory, did seem
to jeflect the possibility of future harmony.
"And I'll Get Back To You," a piece
choreographed and performed by Stacey
Temple completed the trilogy on modern
isolation. Temple accompanied a series of
messages that had been left on her answering machine. The unanswered plea
from the Howard
Street garage

Celsius.

Make Your

Spring Vacation
Reservations
Now!

First
Travel

"

t
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Josephine Grant in Modem Dance Concert

Arts Brief... Arts Brief
p.m. in

Rosse Hall

Sunday, February 28, 6:30 p.m., in the
Chapel of the Church of the Holy Spirit

Angela Schwartz, cellist, and Paul
Posnak, pianist, will perform sonatas by
Bach, Brahms, and Debussy, and shorter
pieces by Schumann and Dvorak. Ms.
Schwartz was born in Gambier, daughter
of Dr. Paul Schwartz, and is currently the
principal cellist of the Basel, Switzerland
Symphony Orchestra.

A choir and orchestra made up of
Kenyon students and area residents, and
organized and directed by senior music
majors, will perform Antonio Vivaldi's
Gloria, as w ell as "Concerto number 6 in
B minor," for organ and orchestra, by
G.F. Handel, and "Concerto in D" for
trumpet and strings, by G. Torelli.

Saturday,

February

27,

8:00

gyjr This Week's Projections
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The Hunchback of Notre Dame
The Hunchback of Notre Dame. Directed
by Wallace Worsley.
Starring Lon
Chaney, Patsy Ruth Miller, Ernest
Torrence, 1923, BW, Silent, 99 min.
Wednesday, 10:00 Rosse.

Most film scholars will agree that Lon
Chaney's version of The Hunchback of
Notre Dame is the finest. The lavish sets,
coupled with
Chaney's
compelling
performance (not to mention the fact that
Chaney did his own stunts) create a vivid
portrayal of Victor Hugo's 1831 novel.
The plot centers around a deformed
"monster" known as Quasimodo. He is
the bell ringer of Notre Dame cathedral in
Paris, and falls in love witha gypsy. The
priest of Notre Dame decides to disobey
his vow of chastity and have the gypsy,
Esmeralda, abducted. The unfortunate
Quasimodo is sent to carry out the deed,
and from here the plot twists and turns
involving
Quasimodo's
feelings
for
Esmeralda.
The film ending is different from the
novel, and the viewer might be in for a
pleasant surprise.
.

. .

.

. . . And Justice for All is supposed to
be a satire on the American judicial
system and its deficiencies, but it's hard to
laugh at some of the problems that the
film illustrates. The movie has an uneven
quality by trying to exaggerate and poke
fun at some serious and unsettling
inadequacies of the court system.
The film centers on Arthur Kirkland
a
(Pacino),
volatile and idealistic
Baltimore lawyer with an amazing array
of problems. His best friend is a suicidal
judge (Warden); his girlfriend (Lahti) is a
lawyer
on a committee investigating
Arthur; and his law partem (Tambor)
goes berserk after his client, cleared of
murder, goes out and kills two children.
Arthur is threatened with disbarment
unless he defends a despicable judge with
political aspirations (Forsythe) on a rape
charge. This trial is a stirring climax, and
reaffirms some faith in the justice system.
.
. And Justice for All is unbalanced,
yet it is an interesting contrast to the
stereotype of "Perry Mason" and should
prove enlightening to naive
students.
pre-la-

--T-

w
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The Thirty-Nin-

e

Steps

.

The Sweet Shoppe
'The Best Chocolates in Town "
7 West Vine

Street
Mount Vernon

Now available at
the Kenyon Bookstore

suspect him of the murder, pursue him, as
does the gang that is dealing the secret
information. Eventually, Hannay finds
the spy he is looking for, in the form of a
professor, but the police
won't believe him. However, seconds
before Good is wrestled to the ground and
fatally pinned by the dark Evils, wondrous
fate intervenes and our hero
proceeds on his perilous and constantly
exciting way.
Hitchcock's fascination with dance
halls and desolate moors is apparent in
this film. Moods are set by two second
shots of scenes; visually, things are subtle
yet direct. Generally, The
Steps is considered one of the highlights
of Hitchcock's long career.
mild-mannere-

d

Thirty-Sin-

e

--A- .C.

Aguirre, the Wrath of God
Aguirre, the Wrath of God. Directed by
Werner Herzog. Starring Klaus Kinski,
Cecilia Rivera. 1973, German wEnglish
subtitles, 94 min.

.

And Justice for All

And Justice for All. Directed by
Norman Jewison. Starring Al Pacino,
.

John Forsythe, Jack Warden, Jay
Tambor, Christine Lahti. 1979, 120 min.

Steps.
by
Directed
Alfred Hitchcock.
Starring
Robert
Donat, Madeleine Carol. 1935, BW, 90
min.
Thirty-Nin-

e

Steps is, not surThe Thirty-Ninprisingly, a story of the battle of good and
evil forces, which are clearly illustrated
without confusion; all characters are
pawns of the moral struggle. This film
works exceptionally well as a thriller and
tale of espionage.
Richard Hannay (Donat), a young
Canadian, makes acquaintance with an
international spy (Carol). She is killed,
and so Hannay takes over her mission,
traveling to Scotland to prevent defense
secrets from being sold. The police, who
e

14 South Main Street
Five Agents
No waiting

"Water-colors-

ddDODDDDDC

.

Florida yesterday it was 27 degrees.

The finale of the program,
choreographed by Loren Bucek
celebrated music of the Big Band Era with
the assistance of bright lights and vibrant
costumes. Dancers Ann Austin, Jackie
Calderone, Ann Dils, Linda' Yoder
Krohn, Janet Parrott, and Loren Bucek
exuded energy which enticed even the
most reluctant members of the audience
Bucek's untraditional routines evoked
carnival images and uninhibited
playfullness. The TempleBucek and
Dancers, in "Watercolors 5," concluded
the evening of dano with talent, vitality
and optimism.

Aguirre, the Wrath of God is a filmed
fantasy; the story of the conquistador
Lope de Aguirre, who leads a reconnaissance mission into the Amazon jungle
and refuses to return to Pisarro's army.
He appoints
himself leader of the
dissenting group, declaring himself to be
the "wrath of God."
The group flees the jungle and escapes
down the river. To survive, they must
battle disease, starvation, Indians will
poisoned arrows, and the most pervasive
obstacle, despair. Aguirre reveals himselt
as demonical and maniacal, a man
with founding the purest Spanish
settlement of the New World.
Werner Herzog, the director, presents
oD-sess-

the

viewer

with

splendid

ed

constrasts,

ol

especially between the trappings
European civilization and the savage
jungle. Ironic humor keeps the situations
A1
from becoming dismally oppressive.
these elements, including the visual
richness of the juncle, combine to make
worthAguirre, the Wrath of God a very
while film.
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Dazzle Competition at Oberlin

iVomen
By

Susan Smith

But

correctly labeled last
mend's state swimming meet, "a
'case for Kenyon talent,"
The women put together one of their
state meets ever, "due in a great
;1" according to Coach Steen, "the
jors on the team. This senior class
'sin as an average group of swimmers
.j have unquestionably blossomed into
of the best groups of senior class
.miners in the state. Through hard
tk and perserverenee," praised Coach
.jjj, "they have developed into an
jfiional group of swimmers, who will
if as a fine example to other classes for
jis to come."
joach Jim Steen

.(51

--

Laura Chase led the "purple
inwinning
itial events, in which she set three new
it records and participated in two first-- x
relay teams. Chase received the
Senior

five-out-of-fi-

iilti"

;:c's

high-poi-

ve

swimmer

nt

let us not
the rest of
Kenyon's team, which is comprised
of a
group ol capable and inspiring swimmers,
who, according to Coach Steen, have yet
to hit their peak: "We had some super
times at the stale meet, yet there is still
room for improvement and we have set
high expectations for the team." In all
probability, this is the finest women's
over-loo-

k

swimming team to emerge from Kenyon
since its origin six years ago.

One cannot begin to comment on the
Ladie's outstanding performance at state;
the opposition could only stare at the
statistics in disbelief. Winning 17 of the
meet's 24 events, Kenyon set 13 new state
records, becoming the firsi women's learn

eer

to achieve such a goal in Division III

competition. The team "completely
iewrote" Kenyon's record book, setting
22 varsity records
just out of reach.

only three remained

nt

--

ladies accumulated a
points, far ahead of the
::rest competitor, Wooster, with 448
and Ohio Wesleyan
nis. Denison
shed third and fourth w ith 3 15 and 182
all,
the
imimental 950

Haury, and Renee Pennebaker all made
national cuts. In the 200 yd. I.M. Beth
Birncy, Chase, and Kris Kennard all made

cuts, as well as Birney and freshmen Amy
Lepard in the 200 yd. back. In all, 16
Kenyon swimmers will travel to the
Division II Nationals. There they will
participate in a total of 43 events: 38
individual and 5 relays.

They will compose one of the largest
teams at the NCAA Division III Nationals
and could rank among the top in the
nation according to Coach Steen: "Last
year we finished 26th. This year we're
hoping to keep moving up the ladder and
finish among the lop 15 teams. We have
elected to go to the NCAA Division III
championships, where the majority of the
teams will be, instead of the AIAW.

Hopefully,

award,

Kenyon senior. Amy Haury,
.;ied the state's high-poisenior
ud for her outstanding performance at
Seniors Kay Hawn and Barb
: meet.
:;henson also performed well.
other

"On the average" commented Coach
Steen, "only seven or eight varsity records
are broken in a given year. This was a very
competitive state meet and extremely fast.
With last year's times, we would never
have had the same results."

next year, they will sort
everything out and there will only be one
national event. But for now we can only
elect to go to the obviously more competitive of the two-t- he
NCAA meet."

respectively.

In the 500 freestyle, teammates Rose
Brintlinger and Mary Schwendener both
made
NCAA, Division II national
qualifying times. Kenyon struck gold in
the 50 yA breast; I aura Chase, Amy

By Pam Becker

Ah, so close. ..yet even a late minute
comeback wasn't quite enough as the
Kenyon Lords just missed beating
Wittenberg 57-6The victory would
have been Kenyon's
first against
Wittenberg since 1951, but the men
played well as they seemed to retrieve
their normal shooting
percentage,
hitting over 507o from the field and
the charity stripe. The Lords were
dow n by ten points with a little under
ten minutes left in the game, and
pulled themselves up to a tie at 57-5- 7
with a minute left in the contest.
Witlenbere took advantage of free
0.

r

Meg O'Donnell, pictured above, pul her name into the Kenvon record
books by throwing (he shot 33'3".
The Women's Track team begins tournament competition on Friday and
Saturday at OWU, and O'Donnell says, "if everyone can stay healthy, we
should do very well."

Hoopsters Close with Best Game Ever- -

In

:,nts

Page Five

night
deemed
"our poorest
of
shooting this year" in the last game at
the Ernst Center. The Lords started
the five seniors; Ron Devore, Bill
Melis, Gary Reinke, Tim Riazzi and
John Savage, against the Mt. Union
Purple Raiders Wednesday but lost
the game, 50-6- 1 . The Lords took a 23-2- 7
deficit into the locker room at the
half and never recovered. Riazzi was
top scorer with 19 points and Melis
pulled down 12 rebounds but it wasn't
enough to overcome a low 33
field
goal percentage. The two losses cost
Kenyon the home court advantage
during OAC tournament play, and
they lost their first game against
Wooster Monday night, 65-5-

throw opportunities however, and
connected on three out of four totake
the ballgame. coach Jim Zak was
pleased with his team's performance,
and added that many of the Lords'
games this year have been close due to
tremendous efforts int he last minutes
of play. Senior Gary Reinke led the
Lords with 16 points, nine of which
came in a single stretch which helped
the team pull together. Bill Melis had
fifteen and Tim Riazzi tossed in 13.
Coach Zak has been impressed with
the Lord's ball handling and shooting
this season; they are ranked nationally
in the free throw percentage column.
However even the best of them make
mistakes and the team had what Zak

4.

Lords Gun for 29th Straight OAC Title
By Kevin Reynolds
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The time has arrived for the results of
all that work to show. The taper has
begun. Every lap swum since November is
to be accounted for. Finally, the talent of
the Kenyon men's wimming team can be
made evident to all. Starting this Thursday, and concluding Saturday, is the first
step of a two step process.
At Oberlin College, the 45th annual
Ohio Athletic Champioships will be held.
Three weeks after that the final part of the
process will take place, the NCAA
Division III Championships. It is at this
3
time when the well known phase 29
takes meaning. Kenyon has won the OAC
for the past 28 years, and has won the
NCAA's for two consecutive seasons. The
conference winning streak is considered
nearly unbelievable. Not surprisingly, it is
the longest conference winning streak in
the annals of the NCAA in any sport.
Simply imagine how much has changed
since 1953, and then realize that Kenyon
has been on top of the OAC since then.
The daily practices for the Lords has
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Ladies Drop Season
nrpm
Martha ILorenz
They may have lost the game, but as
player put it, "That was the best
Sue we played all year."
'n dropping
their season finale to
ittbeiiL.
Kenyon's women's
i
;;tetball team finished at 2 15. The
''ort against
Otterbein featured a dozen
dchanopc enmt crwrtarnlar nlavs. and
tremendous performance
Rv
By
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all-arou-
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') one
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very

psyched-u-
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Anne

Him-
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hr
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fl,ing career with 28 points, half a dozen
,ued shots, and 13 rebounds.
Ttle loss
to Otterbein followed connive defeats at the hands of
ilmington and
Reserve.
n
F'Rhmen
Robin Muller had her finest
in the 64-4- 5
loss to Wilmington,
0"ng 15 points. Himmelright added 12
Pulled in six rebounds, while Mary
lmon and
Andrea Muirhead each had
Case-Wester-

ie

fveoff the

boards.
Tne battle
more closely
against
embled a wrestling match than a
9sketball game. The referees called only
!' Personal
fouls, prompting coach
Martin to request that the pair
game again.
judge a Kenyon
nn (13 points, eight rebound),
Jmmelright (10 pts., 13 rb.) and Polly
(eight pts.) turned in strong
for the Ladies.
.The entire snnaH seemed up for the
llerbein tamp and overcame a slow
art
halftime lead.
take a
C--

W

per-"ianc-

43-3- 1

es

in the first
had a lot of

points

u;mmelriphr had
half and Salmon, who
15

competition

LM. Score

looks for a lavup.

underneath

from

an

nicknamed
aptly
player
"Animal," was winning the batter of the
14
boards. Salmon had 17 points and
rebounds on the day.
their
The I adies hung tenaciously to
were never
lead in the second half and
the bad
more than six points behind when
Kalhy
news came. Sophomore quard
Robin
forward
and
out,
fouled
Corcoran
In
Muller followed suit quickly thereafter.
,he span of less than three minutes,
and one
Kenyon lost its best ballhandler
of the
of its best players, leaving more
Three
offensive burden on Himmelright.
hauled in a
times the senior
of the
rebound and sprinted the length for a
team
Otterbein
entire
the
past
court
Hecht, Jane Smith, and Salmon
lay-ubattled
fought for rebounds as the Ladies
u) stay in the game.
furiou-'offensive
brilliant
Iimmclright's
was not
display in the final ten minutes
Kenyon
enough, however, as no other
I he
helped out significantly on offense.
impressive upset to
an
of
dream
Ladies'
season
cap Himmelright's career and their finally
Otterbein
as
end
abrupt
an
came to
I
was a
went ahead to stay,
squad which
the
by
effort
spectacular
underdog and
came into the game a solid
by the indefatigable Himespecially
exactly
who showed the fans
melright

Otterbein

.

co-capta-

in

A League

61-5-

9.

tri-capta-

Kenyon, and because of that, freshmen
often figure heavily in the team's success.
Thsi winter, the records could fall like
apples off a tree. Steen feels that every
swimmer has a realistic shot at putting his
name in the record books. The Lords are
heavy favorites in both tournaments, but
as sophomore Peter Loomis stated, "We
know we can do it, but we must go out
and make sure we do it."
In terms of teams, the Lords chief
competitor will gain be Dennison
University. But every Kenyon fan feels
that any chance for an upset id
unrealistic. One priority for the Kenyon
swimmers at the OAC's will be to qualify
for the nationals. So far, Dave Dininny
and Chris Shedd are the only Lords to
qualify for every event that they swim in

in

two-tenth-

that tournamnet.
Obviously, a great deal of athletics is
mental preparation, and coach Steen has
his swimmers finely tuned in the aspect.
Former Kenyon Swimmer, Dr. Keith Bell,
noted sports psychologist and coach at the
University of Texas (Division I champs)
has talked to the squad during his annual
visit to Ganvbier.
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been altered, both in the drills, and in the
atmosphere. The tapering down process
means less yards swum, and less taxing
drills. The hard work in practice has been
completed, and now the swimmers have
to follow the easy part of the schedule.
Kenyon will be rested, and primed for the
of the tapering
OCA's. Evidence
beginning to work was exhibited by
Gregg Parini. At the end of the
workout last weekend, Parini, NCAA two
time defending champion, and record
holder in the 50 and 100 free, swam a 50
freestyle. His time bettered the NCAA
s
qualifying time by
of a second.
At the end of last year Coach Steen
credited Parini with leading the team in
their championship effort, and it appears
he is ready to do it again.
Of course it will take the entire team in
order to win both the OAC and NCAA
Championships, and Kenyon will be
relying on the freshmen heavily. As of
now six of the nine freshmen are slated to
swim in the championships. All six are
eagerly wailing to see how well the taper
drops in
will affect them. Substantial
at
for freshmen
times are common
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Senator Barry Goldwater: "If you don't mind smelling like a peanut for two
or three days, peanut butter is a darn good shaving cream."
It makes you think: A few years ago, students at Columbia University voted on
whether to retain the honor system. The 'yeas' exceeded the 'nays,' but the
number of ballots exceeded the number of students.
Civic pride: Beekeeping and growing rape (an herb related to mustard) are the
principle industries in Tisdale, Saskatchewan. Proud of its two sources of
livelihood, the town's official postmark read (until struck down by Canada's
Postmaster General): "Tisdale, Land of Rape and Honey."
Watch your step: Conductor Jean Baptiste Lully habitually stamped out his
orchestra's beat on the floor with a long pointed staff - until he accidentally hit
his own foot, got blood poisoning from the injury, and died.

o

Coats: Christ or Politics
visiting
A
assistant
specializing
in foreign

By Jud Durant
On February 22nd, Professor John
Coats of the Political Science
department lectured in the chapel on

"Christ's Teachings and
Requirement of a Political Life."

r

the

professor
relations,
Professor Coats demonstrated his
strong background
in
theology
throughout the evening.
The theme of his lecture probed the
question; "Should we, as people of
God, follow the teaching of Christ,
or should we succumb to the
requirements of politics?"
Professor Coats opened the
discussion with a passage
from
Tolstoy. He used a simple analogy
where a beggar is chased from the
gates of a government palace by a
guard. The narrator asks the guard if
he had read the Gospel where it states
that one should love thy neighbor. In
response, the guard states, "Have you
read the military handbook?"
Coats believes that this then brings
one to ponder the initial question;
should we follow Chirst's teachings
and therefore believe that political war
is sacreligious? The other possible
is
interepretation
that
Christ's
teachings can be meant to justify
political war.

ATHLETES
WEIGHT & HEALTH
CONSCIOUS PEOPLE
8
to hear about
Dr. Hills 100 pure spirulina
(plankton) tablets.

Call

397-745-

Nature's highest source of
super nutrition to help with
weight control and increased
energy levels.

Aquinas' ideology. Prof. Coats
argued, can be interpreted to mean
that it is within the realm of nature to
protect nature. The Catholic Church
accepted
Aquinas' ideology which
therefore exonerated political war.
Coats then address the issue of
Augustinian doctrine and its
questioning of the ability of the state
to. govern the people. In addition, he
discussed
the following
questions:
Did Christ expect his followers 10
survive without a stale, and what is the
median betwee state and the Church?
In conclusion, Professor Coats felt
that we should accomodate the
teachings of Christ to the current
political situation.
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From the Right

Mount Vernon Stars in Film

bank would come out the loser, lending
money at less than half the prime rate, but
neither loses.
If supply-sid- e
theory is
worth its salt, it follows that the corporate
investment in production, specifically
increasing output through newer and
more efficient methods, will slow inflation and increase the consumer's
buying power.
If the money supply
remains essentially constant, the prime
rate decreases and more are able to
borrow for housing, cars, etc. Since
banks love to lend money to increase their
assets, an increase in borrowing helps

The film is not completed. The initial
grant provided funding only for the interviews and partial scriptwriting. Kerry is
trying to come up with funds for the
production process. She hopes to deposit
copies of taped interviews with the Mount
Vernon Public Library so the public can
take advantage of this unique historical
perspective.

Ideally,

film

the

when

Senior Thesis The Woods in Hill

Ur

them.
Before the bankers draw and quarter
me, never believing that lending money at
half the rate will, in turn, increase their
assets, let me further qualify. This idea is
exactly what it looks like: a risk. Not only
the bank, but the corporate world as well,
risk their financial stability in an endeavor
of this sort. Both must be willing to take a
risk, for the facts that the Japanese
produce steel
more cheaply than
Americans with their newer methods, and
that the consumer cannot buy what he
cannot afford, cannot be ignored.
Printing more money seems coun- -

terproductive, and stricter control of
corporations and banks only increases the
government
that
the
present
Administration is trying to limit.
This ideal of trust is rooted in tradition,
and trust in ourselves and others seems to
have waned in recent years. We must not
forget that the bankers and corporate
executives are also consumers. If these
consumers are unwilling to take risks, we
seem doomed to low goodsservices
output, inflation, and a high prime rate.
Much of what we call "America" today
was the result of someone taking a risk.
We must continue to take these risks, or
our "America" will destroy itself before
anyone else has a chance.

completed will be used in the classroom
Hopefully, additional funding will be
found so that students and citizenscan see
this film. According to Professor Smith in
the Alumni Bulletin, Mount Vernon in the
Depression "attempts to recapture the
events, the people, and the sensibilities of
the 30's, hoping to understand more fully
the human impact of the Depression."
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Kurt Kingsley and Elizabeth Alda in Woods

The Woods, by David Mamet, will be presented in the Hill Theater-oFebruary 26 and 27. The play is the Senior Thesis production of Elizabeth Alda,
who plays the character of Ruth; Karin Hartmann, scenery and lighting designer;
Lynne Roblin, stage manager; and Anne Ludington, producer. Kurt Kingsley
plays opposite Ruth in the character of Nick, and directing the production is
Carolyn Kapner.
The play deals with two young lovers who go off together to a cabin in the
woods. David Mamet examines their relationship in this somewhat isolated
in
environment. The H oods is a different sort of fare for Kenyon theatre-goer- s
its close focus on the emotions which develop between a couple. The play creates
an intimate environment for both the actors and the audience.
Tickets for The Woods are on sale in the Bolton Theater Box Office from
p.m. Student Tickets are free with an I.D. Performances are on February 26 and
27 at 8:00 p.m. in the Hill Theater.
n
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From the Left

that capital gravitates towards industrial
investment is unfounded. Money is like
any good prostitute; it will gravitate
towards whomever will give the highest
rate of return with little concern for how
productive the relationship is. Hence, to
insure that a larger percentage of
America's finance capital is put to
productive uses, it is necessary to give it a
push in the right direction. This is the sole
purpose of the proposed national bank.
It seems that this is the only way that
America can have a future guaranteed to
The whims of the
be prosperous.
marketplace have never achieved more
than a 3.8
annual increase in
This is hardly a high
productivity.
enough level for America to regain its
compciitive edge.
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By Martha Lorenz
This week, some forgettable facts to toss into everyday conversation to impress people.
Apropos of Nothing department: You can tell a turtle by its sound - males
grunt, females hiss.
Hell ween getting to you? ITyourneigribor Has tne am racno cranKea too ioua
for' your taste, you can retaliate. Find the frequency of the offender's station,
subtract 460, and set your radio at the number. The result: your neighbor's radio
will emit a loud squeal that would compel the normal human being to turn it off.
It makes you wonder how they got here. Provisions for every crew member of
the Nina, the Pinla, and the Santa Maria included 23 of a gallon of red wine
per day.
Creativity is always a struggle: Alan Jay Lerner took two weeks to compose
the" final ImeoP'WouIdn't It Be Loverly?" His efforts produced this immortal
last line: "Loverly, loverly, loverly, loverly, loverly."
Conversation over Cleveland: Pilot to Tower: "Can you give me the correct
time please?" Tower to Pilot: "Who are you?" Pilot: "Never mind, just give the
correct time." Tower: "Well, if you happen to be United Airlines, it's 2 p.m. If
who buzzed the tower a
you're Air Canada, it'sJ400 hours. If you're the half-wTew minutes agoTtnebigTiahdis on twelve and the ntTTe hand is on two."
Perry Lentz would have loved it: After being reprimanded for ending a sentence with a preposition, Sir Winston Churchill said, "This is the sort of
pedantry up with which I will not put."
According to Elements of Style "The subject or a sentence and the principal
verb should not, as a rule, be separated by a phrase or a clause that can be
transferred to the beginning."
Those amazing animals: Dog saliva is an antiseptic that can be used to help
heal wounds.
If you become ill on the high seas, take heart. When sloshed about in a pail or
kept on board a rolling ship, fish can get seasick.
The elephant is the only animal with four knees - and it is also the only animal
that cannot jump.
In Oklahoma, it is against the law to get a fish drunk.
stamped envelope sent to the Chamber of
In Vernal, Utah a
Commerce will get you a license which permits you "to hunt for, pursue, shoot,
kill, and remove" one adult Tyrannosaurus Rex, and up to four Pterodactyls
(without young).
A large dead shark that washed ashore in Jamaica in 1884 apparently starved
to death because a barrel was stuck in its throat. The barrel was full of fish.
You've come a long way baby: In 1850, Carolin Ingraham received the first
insurance policy ever issued on a female's life. It listed her occupation as
"woman."
Auspicious beginning The first time Richard Burton kissed Elizabeth Taylor
(during the filming of Cleapatra), she burped.
A matter of semantics: In Eskimo Bible, Jesus Christ is referred to not as the
"lamb of God," but rather as "God's
The odds are better now: In 1895, there were only four
vehicles in all of the United States. Two of them collided in St. Louis, and both
drivers were injured.
Notable contributions: Benjamin Franklin invented swim fins.
Mozart wrote the music to "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star' when he was five
years old.
John Lloyd, son of famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright, invented Lincoln
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